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Innovative shared ocean data, mapping and collaboration efforts are resulting in better decision-making for 

government, businesses and communities. 

 

Key takeaways 

 We are now entering a time when mapping the ocean, making predictions, and visualizing information in 

real time is possible. 

 Spatially explicit and publicly available information about coastal and ocean areas underpin sustainable 

development. 

 Growing the blue economy requires mapping our oceans with both environmental and social dimensions. 

 

Around the world, communities are turning to the ocean for economic growth. A recent report by the World Bank 

describes how the oceans hold great potential for new and innovative activities with high economic value, however, 

the potential costs of marine ecosystem degradation from human uses are high. We need a new way to understand 

our oceans that incorporates environmental and social dimensions. 

 

For the first time, the United Nations has formally adopted a Sustainable Development Goal that is ocean-specific: 

“Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development.” 

 

This past June, I attended the event at UN Headquarters where 189 intergovernmental organizations gathered to 

confer about how to achieve this goal with over 1,400 commitments made. There was extensive consensus around 

the need for spatially explicit and publicly available information about coastal and ocean areas. Esri’s vision to 

create products that blend data and geography are one of the key tools helping us turn this consensus into reality. 

In the United States, we have collected information about our marine areas for decades, and in some cases 

centuries, but until the availability of geographic information system (GIS) technology, it was much more difficult to 

collect and display ocean use and model it on a spatial basis. We are now entering a time when mapping the 

ocean, making predictions, and visualizing information in real time is possible. As many communities, states and 

nations turn to the ocean to expand their blue economy, it couldn’t come at a better time. 

mailto:vic.ferguson@wfcrc.org
mailto:info@wfcrc.org
https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/author/sandra_whitehouse/
https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/?category_name=mapping&s=Mapping
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/15434Blue_EconomyJun1.pdf
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg14
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With economies growing, the needs of industry expanding, and technologies advancing, competition for ocean 

space is increasing. Questions are being asked such as: 

 Where should offshore wind turbines go to have a minimal impact on commercial fishing? 

 Where should a new Trans-Atlantic submarine communications cable go to avoid interference with scallop 

beds of importance to commercial fishermen, rare deep-sea coral habitat, or sand mining areas needed for 

beach restoration? 

 Where are appropriate areas for ships to transit in the Arctic (now that it’s no longer covered with ice year-

round) that will minimize impacts on marine mammals and sensitive Arctic ecosystems? 

 

Publicly-available data allows us to create a shared vision for the sustainable use of ocean space. 

In the past, much of the spatially-explicit data on ocean ecological resources and human uses was collected by 

numerous and disparate government agencies, academic institutions, private companies and conservation 

organizations. There was minimal sharing. In addition, state and federal management agencies were stovepiped in 

their approaches to permitting and planning. 

 

Lack of agency coordination and data sharing frustrated both those seeking to develop new projects and those 

advocating for ocean conservation, and made it difficult for permitting agencies themselves to effectively balance 

the needs of all. Without a common vision for the use of ocean space, there were many inefficiencies and lost 

opportunities to proactively avoid conflict. 
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However, this has started to change. The Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, West Coast, Pacific Islands and Caribbean have 

established regional data portals with verified and publicly available data and maps. The data available includes 

information about fishing grounds for various sectors, areas of high primary productivity, whale migration routes, 

ship traffic and areas with high recreational boating activity. The data has been collected and contributed to by a 

wide range of sources including state and federal agencies, industry stakeholders, and representatives from tribal 

nations. 

 

Where there are gaps in data, these unified portals have illuminated and allowed us to begin filling them. Esri’s 

internet-based mapping tools are essential components of each of the data portals, ensuring data layers can be 

appropriately visualized to drive decisions. 

 

These data portals are the underpinning of ocean planning. Only by developing an understanding of where and how 

the ocean is being used and where the ecological resources are located, now and historically, can we create a plan 

that will guide the future. 

 

The ocean planning process provides a venue for businesses, recreational users and conservation groups to come 

together with tribes, and state and federal agencies to proactively define a common vision for their shared ocean 

spaces, and lessen conflicts. In the United States, the Northeast and Mid-Atlantichave completed ocean plans and 

the Pacific Islands and West Coast are developing plans. Similar planning efforts have taken place around the 

world. 

 

Publicly available data portals are already being used to support growth of a sustainable blue economy 

In the Northeast, easily accessible and comprehensive data allowed for the development of the first shellfish farm in 

Atlantic Ocean federal waters. The Northeastern Massachusetts Aquaculture Center (NEMAC) at Salem State 

University were able to use the Northeast Ocean Data Portal to define an area where the lines needed to grow blue 

mussels are unlikely to have negative effects on protected whale populations. 

 

NEMAC also evaluated maps including fishing activity in the proposed area, vessel traffic, fishing closures and 

essential fish habitat to ensure conflicts were minimized. Now they have become an incubator site for those who 

are interested, including fishermen, to try offshore aquaculture, providing opportunities for new jobs and further 

growth of the industry. And this is just one example, there are many more. 

 

Innovative approaches to growing the blue economy are being launched around the world by not-for-

profits, ports, cities, states, regions and countries. 

 

Around the country and the world, efforts are underway to jumpstart ocean-related sustainable economic 

development. Many of the economic opportunities that these innovation centers are working to advance rely on 

robust ocean data and planning. Some of these innovation centers include industries that are collecting this data 

using underwater robotics. Many of these initiatives include a physical place where some combination of 

businesses, scientists and educators come together to address ocean issues for example: 

http://neoceanplanning.org/plan/
https://www.boem.gov/Ocean-Action-Plan/
https://pacificislandsrpb.org/meetings/
http://www.westcoastmarineplanning.org/
http://msp.ioc-unesco.org/world-applications/status_of_msp/
http://msp.ioc-unesco.org/world-applications/status_of_msp/
http://www.northeastoceandata.org/casestudies/
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 AltaSea at the Port of Los Angeles is a 35-acre campus where people are brought together to expand 

science-based understanding of the ocean, incubate and sustain ocean-related business and pioneer new 

ocean-related education. Their initial focus areas are sustainable aquaculture and blue-tech (underwater 

robotics). 

 The Iceland Ocean Cluster’s mission is to create value by connecting together entrepreneurs, businesses 

and knowledge in the marine industries. They operate an incubation facility in Reykjavík that is home to 

entrepreneurs, startups and growing businesses in the marine industry. Their work has included promoting 

fisheries products for new markets such as pharmaceuticals. 

 

In other cases, innovation clusters are coordinating and convening virtually. For example: 

 The Maritime Alliance is an industry association for the BlueTech cluster in San Diego, California that 

focuses on business ecosystem development, economic development and workforce development by 

bringing together academia, industry and government. 

 The Alaska Ocean Cluster Initiative is working to maximize Alaska’s blue economy by uniting industry, 

academia, non-profit and government toward a shared blue growth strategy. 

 

The future is blue. 

The emergence of ocean innovation centers and clusters is a clear indication of the worldwide interest in growing 

the blue economy. If we are to both support this growth and ensure that it’s sustainable, we must understand and 

map our coastal and ocean spaces. 

 

GIS allows us to do this, advancing efforts to maintain ocean health and to accelerate sustainable blue growth 

around the world as envisioned by the new UN Sustainable Development Goal for the ocean. This is merely the 

beginning of the use of technology to help us make smart decisions about our oceans. 

  

Learn how ocean scientists, resource managers, and conservationists use GIS to develop successful ocean policy 

and sustainable ocean practices. 

  

 

ABOUT SANDRA WHITEHOUSE 

Dr. Sandra Whitehouse is a consultant who has served for over twenty-five years as an ocean 

policy advisor to multiple organizations and institutions, using her marine science expertise to 

advise clients on a variety of issues including how to advance ocean health and sustainably 

develop coastal and offshore projects. Her clients have included Environmental Non-

Governmental Organizations and other Nonprofit Organizations, a state agency, legislative body and private 

companies. Currently she serves as the Senior Policy Advisor to Ocean Conservancy, the Chief Scientific Officer 

for AltaSea at the Port of Los Angeles and as a Nonresident Senior Fellow at the Atlantic Council. Dr. Whitehouse 

holds a B.S. from Yale University and a Ph.D. in biological oceanography from the Graduate School of 

Oceanography at the University of Rhode Island 

 

For additional reading see The WFCRC Document Gallery for articles about: 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjZhuSh2bTXAhXDTCYKHe0qDJQQFggpMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Faltasea.org%2F&usg=AOvVaw2_bA4HFftob_0eGHs-bvgN
http://www.sjavarklasinn.is/en/
https://maritimealliance.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=8a667ebbcab442b5a986cb2cb7b5304f
https://www.bsfaak.org/alaska-ocean-cluster-initiative/
http://www.esri.com/industries/oceans
https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/author/sandra_whitehouse/
http://www.wfcrc.org/geo-portal/document-gallery/
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 Public Service Announcements (PSA) 

 Coral Alert Network (CAN) 

 Emergency Reporting Reports (ERR) 

 Call to Action (CTA) 

 Marine Protected Areas (MPA) 

 Marine Life Alert (MLA) 

 Seismic and Oil Production Threats 

 Natural Science Reports (NSR) 

 Oil Spill Alerts (OSA) 

 And other miscellaneous documents 

 


